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We are interested in graphs and networks in biology, chemistry, and medical sciences, including metabolic networks, 
protein-protein interactions and chemical compounds. We have developed original techniques in machine learning and 
data mining for analyzing these graphs 
and  networks, occasionally combining 
with table- format datasets, such as gene 
expression and chemical properties. We 
have applied the techniques developed to 
real data to demonstrate the performance 
of the methods and find new scientific 
 insights.
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Distances on Graph with Global Information

Graph is an important topic in Machine Learning for 
many reasons. Graph, as a model of networks, is frequently 
used for network analysis, which found many applications 
in biological, chemical and social networks. Moreover, 
graph has been used in many other situation in analyzing 
complicated data. In high dimensional data, one of the 
most difficult situation for statistical analysis, neighbor
hood graph can encode data distribution to avoid the curse 
of dimensionality in many usual statistical models. Data on 
manifolds, which are too complicated for parametric mod
els, are usually converted into graphs. Graph has surprising 
properties on other problem such as in semi-supervised 
learning, regularization and spectral clustering. It offers a 
nice way to estimate the number of clusters of data, which 
is usually a very difficult problem. In short, graph is a flex
ible tool to model data in difficult situations.

A graph encodes distribution of data, the common prob
lem is that one needs to learn a statistical model from the 
graphs. As a graph usually represents similarity relation
ship among data points, it is the objective to learn a model 
that is smooth on the graph. Graph Laplacian is used to 
score how smooth a function is on graph. For its computa
tional efficiency, most methods extract information on 
graph Laplacians to construct learning models, such as 
graph kernels, commute time, hitting time distance, resis

tance distances and Laplacian graph embedding.
However, it was recently discovered that in large graphs, 

graph Laplacians usually do not give meaningful informa
tion for learning problem. This is known as the global in
formation loss problem. That is, spectral clustering would 
have almost random results. Semi-supervised learning 
models, usually extract information from unlabeled data, 
cannot benefit from large graphs encoding the data. It was 
later proven that for large enough graphs, graph Laplacians 
only contain local information, not suitable for learning 
models. This is a key problem with large data where graph 
Laplacians have been usually used. This result shows why 
graph fail to fulfill its potential of a flexible tool to model 
difficult distributions.

The aim of our research is to make graph a versatile tool 
for learning statistical models even for large graphs. We 
wish to estimate pairwise distances on a graph that reflect 
global information so that it can be used for learning mod
els. Our idea is to solve the problem of resistance distance 
that an electrical flow on the graph would spread out too 
much, resulting in its energy function to be concentrated 
around its sources. We designed new resistance distances 
that account for this problem with a new energy function 
on the electrical flow. We also proved that the new distanc
es keep global information. Our new distances were then 
applied to various problem of learning on graphs and show 
its usefulness for large data.

Figure 1. A graph (left) consists of two well-connected clusters. The distance based on graph Laplacian (heatmap in the 
middle heatmap) does not show cluster structure. Our new distance shows the two clusters by having two dark diagonal 
blocks on the heatmap (right).




